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Abstract The B Lymphocyte Stimulator (BLyS) family

of ligands and receptors regulates humoral immunity by

controlling B lymphocyte survival and differentiation.

Herein, we review the ligands and receptors of this family,

their biological functions, and the biochemical processes

through which they operate. Pre-immune B lymphocytes

rely on BLyS signaling for their survival, whereas antigen

experienced B lymphocytes generally interact more avidly

with a homologous cytokine, A Proliferation Inducing

Ligand (APRIL). The molecular basis for signaling via the

three BLyS family receptors reveals complex interplay

with other B lymphocyte signaling systems, affording the

integration of selective and homeostatic processes. As our

understanding of this system advances, molecular targets

for manipulating humoral immunity in both health and

disease should be revealed.
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Introduction

B lymphocytes are the effectors of humoral immunity,

providing defense from pathogens through antibody pro-

duction. The induction of humoral immune responses

involves selective activation of B cells within pre-immune

pools. Each cell in these quiescent populations expresses a

B cell antigen receptor (BCR) with a unique specificity.

When antigens avidly cross-link the BCR, intracellular

signals are generated that lead to activation and differen-

tiation, culminating in the formation of antibody-forming

plasma cells and memory B cells. These antigen-experi-

enced populations maintain protective antibody levels and

contribute to anamnestic responses upon subsequent anti-

gen challenges. Accordingly, an effective humoral immune

system relies on the maintenance of pre-immune pools that

are large enough to contain both a broad array of BCR

specificities and provide adequate surveillance given the

organism’s size; as well as upon the generation and accu-

mulation of memory and plasma cell compartments to

sustain protective immunity.

Our understanding of how the sizes, compositions, and

behaviors of these related but independent pools are reg-

ulated has advanced substantially in the last decade, as

appreciation for the molecular systems involved has grown.

A central feature of current thought is that the establish-

ment and maintenance of B cell pools relies on integrated

signals from both the BCR and members of the B Lym-

phocyte Stimulator (BLyS, also termed BAFF) family of

cytokines and receptors [1–3]. In these processes, the BCR

provides specificity-based cues that determine the likeli-

hood of successful maturation, activation, differentiation,

and triage into various functional subsets [4]. In contrast,

signals via BLyS family molecules directly mediate sur-

vival, determining the proportion of newly formed B cells

that survive to enter mature pre-immune pools, the lifespan

of these mature primary B cells, and the actions of antigen-

experienced B cell subsets (Fig. 1). Since these survival

processes impact most B cell activities, members of the

BLyS family have emerged as key players in the etiology

and treatment of autoimmunity and neoplasia; and as

attractive targets for the manipulation of humoral immunity

in vaccine development and transplant tolerance. Indeed,

growing appreciation for the promise of these and other
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translational applications has prompted numerous com-

mentaries and reviews [5–36].

The BLyS family is a recent addition to the tumor

necrosis factor (TNF) superfamily of biomolecules. It

includes at least two ligands: BLyS itself and a ‘‘sister’’

cytokine named A Proliferation Inducing Ligand (APRIL);

as well as three receptors, BLyS receptor 3 (BR3, also

termed BAFFr), Transmembrane Activator and Calcium-

signaling modulating and cyclophilin ligand (CAML) In-

teractor (TACI), and B Cell Maturation Antigen (BCMA).

As with most TNF superfamily members, receptor ligation

initiates interactions with one or more of the TNF receptor-

associated factors (TRAFs) [37, 38], leading to down-

stream signaling cascades that can modulate survival and

differentiation [39]. BLyS can interact with all three

receptors; whereas APRIL binds BCMA and TACI, but not

BR3. The distinct TRAF interactions of the three receptors,

coupled with their dissimilar ligand-binding capacities and

differential expression patterns, yields a broad range of

combinations and thus affords independent regulation of

various B cell subsets. For example, antigen-experienced B

cells, such as memory B cells and long-lived bone marrow

(BM) plasma cells, express different BLyS receptors than

pre-immune B cells. Moreover, BLyS ligands may oligo-

merize or localize within specific anatomic compartments,

fostering unique interactions or limiting trophic support to

particular anatomic niches. Herein, we first review the

nature, structure, and expression of BLyS family cytokines

and receptors; followed by an in-depth discussion their

actions and signaling characteristics in the context of B

lymphocyte development, survival, and activation.

The BLyS Family of TNF Cytokines and Receptors

The TNF/TNF Receptor Family

Tumor necrosis factor family members impact many

aspects of the immune system, ranging from organogenesis

to lymphocyte activation, differentiation, and apoptosis

(reviewed in [40]). In general, TNF ligands are type II

transmembrane proteins whose active forms are homotri-

mers. These can act either at the cell surface in a

membrane-bound form or, in some cases, as soluble cyto-

kines after the post-translational cleavage of their

extracellular regions. The TNF receptors are transmem-

brane proteins characterized by cysteine-rich domains

(CRDs) in their ligand-binding regions. Some members of

this receptor family also contain cytoplasmic death

domains (DD) that interact with adaptor proteins known as

TNF receptor-associated death domain proteins

(TRADDs), and—as implied by their name—induce

apoptosis upon ligation (e.g., Fas). Other TNF receptors

lack DDs, and associate instead with TRAFs, which can

Fig. 1 Receptor Expression and Cytokine Dependence. B cells in

pre-immune subsets express both BR3 and TACI, but only BLyS is

required for their normal development. Antigenic stimuli result in

changes in receptor expression. T cell dependent stimuli favor BR3

expression and lead to germinal center reactions, while T cell

independent stimuli favor TACI expression on the resulting short-

lived plasma cells. Although all recently activated B cells express one

or more BLyS receptors, the exact roles played by BLyS and/or

APRIL in their survival or differentiation has not been fully

interrogated. Long-lived bone marrow plasma cells express BCMA,

and require APRIL for normal survival. Memory cells express TACI,

but are largely independent of either BLyS or APRIL
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mediate diverse downstream effects impacting survival,

differentiation, or function. Finally, some TNF family

members cross associate; yielding situations where more

than one ligand can interact with a particular receptor, or

where multiple receptors can bind the same ligand. This

network of ligand-receptor pairs, as well as the cross talk

and overlap in the downstream signaling cascades, yields

the diversity needed to explain the wide variety of

responses attributed to TNF family members.

Most members of the BLyS family were discovered

through genomic homology searches [41–43]. Since some

family members were discovered simultaneously by sev-

eral laboratories, they possess multiple names and

acronyms. A summary of the BLyS family ligands and

receptors, their various synonyms and general properties is

provided in Table 1. Throughout this review, we refer to

the two ligands as APRIL and BLyS; and use the terms

BCMA, TACI, and BR3 for the three receptors. The fol-

lowing two sections (BLyS family ligands and BLyS

family receptors) detail the biochemical characteristics of

BLyS subfamily ligands and receptors, respectively.

BLyS Family Ligands

There are two ligands in the BLyS family: BLyS and

APRIL. Both cytokines are expressed by a variety of cell

types, particularly among leukocytes. Both are initially

synthesized as membrane-spanning monomers, but asso-

ciate as trimers and are cleaved to soluble form by furin.

Although they share homology with other TNF ligands,

BLyS and APRIL are smaller than most—consisting of

only transmembrane domains, a furin-cleavage site and a

TNF-homology domain. In addition, receptor binding face

structure and amino acid composition also distinguish these

ligands from other superfamily members [44].

APRIL

APRIL was isolated based on mRNA expression in cell

lines, and so-named because it could provoke proliferation

in transfected fibroblasts [45]. The gene encoding APRIL is

found on chromosome 17p13.3 in humans and chromo-

some 11 in the mouse [46]. Several features of this gene’s

organization are noteworthy. First, it includes a furin-

cleavage site exon, thus allowing the gene product to

generate soluble forms. Second, the TRAF homology

domain encoding region is interrupted by an intron,

whereas most TNF family members use a single exon to

encode this domain. Finally, the gene encoding APRIL is

juxtaposed with another TNF family member named TNF

Weak Inducer of Apoptosis (TWEAK) [47, 48]. This tan-

dem organization of TWEAK and APRIL genes is

conserved from mice to humans, suggesting a functional

relationship; but again the biological significance is

unclear. Interestingly, messenger RNA for a fusion product

of the TWEAK and APRIL genes has been reported

(termed TWE-PRIL), and the predicted structure for this

fusion protein suggests TWE-PRIL could bind BCMA and

TACI, but that processing to an active soluble form would

follow pathways characteristic of TWEAK [48]. Equally

Table 1 Characteristics of BLyS family ligands and receptors

Ligands Receptors

APRIL BLyS TACI BCMA BR3

Synonyms TNFSF13a TRCL-1 TNFSF13b BAFF

TALL-1 zTNF-4

THANK

TNFSFr13a TNFSFr13b TNFSFr13c

BAFFr

Bcmd

Chromosomal location

Human 17p13.1 13q34 17p11.2 16p13.1 22q13.2

Mouse 11 8 11 16 15

Interacts with TACI (kD * 6.4 nM) TACI (kD * 0.2 nM) APRIL APRIL BLyS

BCMA (kD * 16 nM) BCMA (kD * 1.6 lM) BLyS BLyS

BR3 (kD * 16 nM)

Knockout/mutant

phenotype

Low IgA Decreased TR, FO,

MZ B cells

Increased TR, FO,

MZ B cells;

autoantibody

Decreased BM

plasma cells

Decreased TR,

FO, MZ B cells

TRAF binding N/A N/A 2, 5, 6 1, 2, 3 3

Signaling N/A N/A Classical Classical Non-classical

NF- jBNF-jB NF-jB

Downstream

modulators

N/A N/A XIAP? ? Bcl-xl, A1,

Others? Mcl-1, others?
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intriguing, the TWEAK receptor, FN14, bears striking

resemblance to BCMA both in terms of structure and

TRAF binding capacity.

The 250 amino acid APRIL molecule shares only 20–30%

homology with most other TNF family members; but dis-

plays nearly 50% homology with BLyS in the TNF-

homology domain [49–52]. Of the three currently known

BLyS family receptors, APRIL can interact with BCMA and

TACI, but not with BR3. APRIL also bears an N-terminal

region that interacts with surface proteoglycans through a

short sequence of basic residues [27, 51, 53, 54]. The exact

biological role(s) of this feature is not yet clear, but may be to

facilitate binding of APRIL to TACI, BCMA or other

receptors by generating higher order complexes [54].

Since APRIL knockouts lack a profound phenotype, the

biological functions of APRIL are only now being explored

in detail. Given their overlapping receptor binding speci-

ficities, many functions of APRIL may prove redundant

with those of BLyS, at least to the extent that unique

attributes may be difficult to discern unless studied in the

absence of BLyS [9, 55–57]. Nevertheless, APRIL clearly

plays a modulatory role in certain aspects of B cell acti-

vation and isotype switching [36, 58]; and likely interacts

with bone marrow plasma cells via BCMA [59, 60].

Indeed, while expressed in a variety of tissues, APRIL

message is seen at very high levels in both human [61] and

mouse osteoclasts. The expression of this cytokine in bone

may thus be vital to the support of long–lived plasma cells

(LLPCs), as LLPCs reside in the BM and are reduced in

mice lacking BCMA [62]. Dendritic cells were recently

reported to secrete APRIL constitutively and this produc-

tion is increased following stimulation of these cells with

Toll Like Receptor (TLR) ligands [63]. Finally, APRIL

fosters the viability or progression of some cancers [23, 26,

64, 65].

BLyS

Sequence searches also contributed to the discovery of

BLyS, and the features of this cytokine were reported

simultaneously by several groups [41–43, 66]. The gene

encoding BLyS is located on human chromosome 13q34

and mouse chromosome 8. Although BLyS polymorphisms

have been revealed in mice, these do not appear to yield

functional differences. Whether this indicates redundancy

with other survival mechanisms in humans, or instead

indicates that null or non-functional variants are lethal or

strongly selected against, is unclear. A dominant negative

form of BLyS (delta BAFF) has been described resulting

from a splice variant in which exon 4 is skipped [67, 68].

The resultant gene product reveals a cryptic N-glycosyla-

tion site that prevents the secretion of any trimer containing

the mutant BAFF peptide(s) [69]. Consistent with a

potential negative regulatory role, mice transgenic for delta

BAFF expression exhibit reductions in peripheral B cell

numbers and impaired humoral responses [67].

BLyS is a 285 amino acid transmembrane protein that is

highly conserved, inasmuch as the chicken and duck

homologs share more than 75% homology with murine and

human BLyS [70–72], and recombinant human or murine

BLyS have similar effects on both chicken and mouse B

cells [70–73]. Several structural features distinguish BLyS

from the other members in the TNF superfamily. First, it is

shortened in the axis involved with trimerization, yielding

a somewhat flatter molecule than other TNF ligands. In

addition, BLyS can interact with Magnesium, and has an

exceptionally deep and acidic cleft that in part explains its

unique affinity for the comparatively basic BR3 receptor,

as well as its lower affinity for TACI and BCMA when

compared to APRIL.

BLyS is produced by a wide variety of cell types,

including neutrophils, dendritic cells, monocytes, macro-

phages, and others [74]. BLyS message and furin-mediated

release is upregulated by some cytokines, including inter-

feron gamma and IL10 [75]. The furin-cleaved, soluble

trimeric form is the primary effector of in vivo function,

but BLyS can also exist as a 60-mers whose spectrum of

receptor binding activities are expanded, especially with

TACI [52]. Finally, heterotrimers of BLyS and APRIL

exist, although their significance remains poorly explored

[76].

BLyS Family Receptors

There are three receptors for BLyS and/or APRIL: BCMA

[77], TACI [78], and BR3, the product of the previously

defined bcmd locus (Bcmd/BR3) [1, 79–83]. In general,

this family differs from other TNF receptors in their lack of

intracellular death domains and small number (effectively

one) of ligand–binding CRDs on the extracellular side.

Further, the CRDs in BR3, TACI, and BCMA lack specific

structural elements found in other TNF receptors that could

contribute to ligand-binding specificity. These structural

interactions are reviewed extensively by Bodmer et al.

[44]. All are expressed among B lineage cells, and some

are found on subsets of activated T cells and dendritic cells.

It is thought that each receptor is expressed in the plasma

membrane as a monomer, and that ligand binding induces

receptor trimerization and TRAF-facilitated signal propa-

gation. The basic features of these receptors are

summarized here. More detailed considerations of the

ligand-binding motifs, as well as descriptions of key con-

tact residues and structural organization of each receptor,

are reviewed elsewhere [51].
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BCMA

B Cell Maturation Antigen is a 20 kDa Type III trans-

membrane protein that was originally identified in a human

T cell lymphoma [77, 84]. It is encoded on chromosomes

16p13.1 and 16 in humans and mice, respectively. BCMA

can bind both BLyS and APRIL, but the considerably higher

affinity for APRIL suggests this may be the most relevant

ligand in vivo. Structurally, BCMA has the least homology

to other TNF receptor family members. Like BR3, BCMA

contains a single characteristic CRD motif. Indeed, among

the TNF family of receptors, only BCMA and BR3 exhibit

this feature. BCMA can interact with TRAF 1, 2, and 3; and

downstream effects include activation of NF-jB transcrip-

tional mediators and JNK kinases [85].

The role played by BCMA in B cell biology remains

somewhat enigmatic. BCMA is expressed in neither

developing nor primary B cells, and BCMA knockout mice

show no phenotypic abnormalities within the pre-immune

B cell compartments. Further, the abnormalities seen in the

primary B cell pools of other BLyS receptor knockouts are

BCMA independent. More recently, BCMA expression has

been confirmed on LLPC populations, and detailed studies

of BCMA knockouts support a role for the generation and

maintenance of these cells (see below).

TACI

TACI is a 293 amino acid Type III transmembrane protein

that was initially identified based on its ability to interact

with CAML [85]. The TACI gene is found on human

chromosome 17p11.2 and on murine chromosome 11.

Similar to BCMA, TACI can bind both BLyS and APRIL

but, unlike BCMA, TACI binds each with similar affinities

[86]. Structurally, TACI bears two CRDs, and has cyto-

plasmic domains capable of interacting with TRAF 2, 5,

and 6. Receptor ligation activates a variety of downstream

transcriptional regulatory pathways, including NFAT, AP-

1 and the classical NF-jB pathway, presumably through a

CAML-independent mechanism [78]. Signaling through

TACI has been shown in numerous experimental and

transformed cell types to result in the classical NF-jB

mediated upregulation of the X-linked Inhibitor of Apop-

tosis Protein (XIAP), but not Bcl-2 family members [87].

TACI expression is restricted to B cells and a subset of

activated T cells. Although TACI can bind both BLyS and

APRIL with comparatively strong affinity, the biological

effects of TACI ligation remain unclear and somewhat

controversial. Early results from TACI knockout mice

suggested a negative role for TACI [88], because these

animals exhibited B cell hyperplasia and humoral autoim-

mune symptoms including glomerulonephritis, proteinuria,

and anti-dsDNA antibodies. More recently, there has been

accumulating evidence that TACI is a positive regulator of

B cell survival. For example, APRIL stimulation of primary

B cells ex vivo, which should engage only TACI, improves

survival [89]. Further evidence for positive regulatory roles

in survival or differentiation stems from findings that show

TACI facilitates isotype switch recombination, particularly

to gut-associated IgA isoforms [90, 91]. It is unclear whether

this dichotomy reflects opposing roles for TACI in different

cellular and anatomic contexts, or instead indicates that the

B cell hyperplastic phenotype in knockouts is a secondary

phenomenon.

BR3/BAFFr

BLyS receptor 3 is the most recent addition to the BLyS

family receptors. Its discovery resulted from results sug-

gesting that neither TACI nor BCMA dramatically

influenced B cell activities, implying the existence of an

additional BLyS-binding receptor. Similar to the discovery

of BLyS, BR3 was reported simultaneously by several

groups [85]. Importantly, it proved to be the gene product

of a locus that had previously been shown to govern late

primary B cell differentiation and mature B cell survival

[81]. BR3-BLyS interactions have proven critical to the

maintenance of primary B cells, as shown clearly in

knockout and mutant mice [82, 92]. Structurally, BR3

contains one extracellular CRD that interacts with ligand

and a single intracellular recognition site for TRAF3.

Recent evidence suggests that BR3-mediated interactions

with TRAF3 initiate and sustain downstream signaling

[37]. These signaling targets include non-classical NF-jB

pathway activation and subsequent upregulation of multi-

ple Bcl-2 family members (detailed below). This strategy

contrasts the survival genes regulated by TACI, in that Bcl-

2 family members inhibit apoptosis upstream of the

mitochondria.

BLyS Family Actions and Mechanisms in Pre-immune

B Cell Pools

B Lymphocyte Stimulator family members play central

roles in regulating the behavior of most, if not all mature B

cell subsets. Accordingly, a brief overview of B cell sub-

sets and their generation is provided, followed by in-depth

considerations of how members of the BLyS and BLyS

receptor family influence these processes and populations.

The features of pre-immune pools and the role of BLyS

family members are treated first; followed by a corre-

sponding discussion of antigen-experienced pools. Table 2

lists pre-immune B cell subsets and their surface pheno-

types, as well as their BLyS binding, BLyS receptor

expression and BLyS response characteristics.

Cell Biochem Biophys (2009) 53:1–16 5



Primary B Cell Development and Subsets

B cells are generated throughout life from stem cells in

fetal liver, neonatal spleen, or adult BM. Multi-potent cells

arise from these progenitors and, upon initiation of lym-

phoid gene expression, yield B lineage precursors.

Excellent, highly detailed reviews of early B cell devel-

opment are available elsewhere [93–97]. Briefly,

immunoglobulin heavy and light chain gene rearrange-

ments occur as cells transit the BM pro- and pre-B stages,

respectively. These genetic events culminate in the pro-

duction of an immunoglobulin heavy/light chain pair that is

assembled and, in conjunction with the Ig-alpha and Ig-

beta signaling molecules, form a functional BCR that is

transported to the cell surface. BCR surface expression

marks the progress into the Immature (IMM) BM subset.

These newly formed B cells continue their maturation after

they migrate to the periphery, passing through several

so-called transitional (TR) developmental stages before

entrance into primary B cell pools. Cells completing these

differentiative processes enter one of the major pre-

immune subsets: the follicular (FO) and marginal zone

(MZ) populations.

Primary B Cell Selection and Homeostasis Are Coupled

Processes

While details of primary B cell differentiation are exten-

sively reviewed elsewhere [98, 99], a feature critical to the

concepts discussed here is that stringent selection, based on

BCR specificity, occurs within the IMM and TR pools.

This selection transpires at both the IMM and TR stages.

Indeed, only about 10% of the IMM cells generated live to

exit the BM, and fewer than half of the resulting TR cells

survive to finally join mature pre-immune B cell pools

[100, 101]. Both negative and positive selection events

contribute to these cell losses.

Negative selection—the elimination of potentially

autoreactive B cell clones—occurs at both the IMM and

TR stages. Current thought holds that elimination at the

IMM stage is engendered by high avidity BCR engage-

ment, whereas cells undergoing less avid but sustained

BCR interactions persist into the TR stages, where they

then die before maturation [102]. Substantial evidence

from transgenic mouse systems confirms that autoreactive

clones are eliminated at both of these stages [103–105].

More recently this has been confirmed in humans by

studies that revealed similar selection against autoreactive

BCR specificities during TR maturation [106]. Moreover,

these cell losses failed to occur in autoimmune patients

[107].

Positive selection—the preferential survival of clones

whose receptors meet minimum so-called ‘‘tonic’’ BCR

signaling requirements—occurs at these stages as well,

particularly among TR cells [108–111]. Moreover, mature

primary B cells continue to require continuous sub-

threshold BCR signals for survival, since conditional

ablation of either the BCR itself or proximal BCR signaling

Table 2 Characteristics of primary B cell subsets and their progenitors

Differentiation Subset Surface phenotype BLyS

binding

BLyS

receptors

BLyS ligand

dependence

BLyS activity

Progenitor subsets

(Bone marrow)

Pro-B B220loCD43? No No None None

AA4.1?

Pre-B B220loCD43- AA4.1?preBcR? No No None None

IMM (23-) B220lo, sIgM?, sIgD-, CD23- Low No None (?) None described

IMM (23?) CD19?B220? sIgM?, sIgD-, CD23? Low BR3 None (?) Biphasic BLyS binding

within populationTACI

Transitional subsets

(Spleen)

T1 IgMhiCD23-B220intAA4.1? Low BR3 None described None described

TACI

T2 IgMhiCD23? Int TACI BLyS Survival, differentiation?

B220?A4.1? BR3

T3 IgMloCD23? Int TACI BLyS Survival, differentiation?

B220?AA4.1? BR3

Mature primary

subsets

FO IgMloCD23? Hi TACI BLyS Survival

B220hi AA4.1- BR3

MZ/MZP CD9?IgMhiIgDloCD23±CD21? Hi BR3 BLyS Survival, differentiation?

TACIhi

B1 CD43?CD23-CD5± No? No? Partial BLyS

dependence

Survival?

6 Cell Biochem Biophys (2009) 53:1–16



components leads to the rapid death of most mature B cells

[112]. The requisite for persistent, low-level BCR signaling

is consistent with the observation that BCR engagement

has a clear positive effect in cellular survival at the BM/

periphery interface and beyond [113]. The consequence of

this effect is best illustrated in mixed BM chimeras, where

the mature B cell pool is derived from differing mixtures of

BCR transgenic or other genetically manipulated B lineage

progenitors [114–117]. These experiments show a distinct

connection between BCR specificity and selection in con-

ditions of interclonal competition.

An overarching conclusion arising from such experi-

ments is that in the TR subsets and beyond, BCR specificity

determines a cell’s relative fitness to capture or utilize

limited trophic resources for survival [115, 116]. This in

turn suggests that while a range of tonic BCR signaling can

afford survival, those cells with optimal tonic BCR sig-

naling levels will be more likely to survive to maturity and

will persist longer in per-immune pools. Considered toge-

ther, these concepts unify specificity-based selective

processes with homeostatic control, because B cell pro-

duction rate and lifespan are the determinants of the

primary pool’s size. Further, the prediction that limiting

trophic factor(s) would be the basis for homeostatic control

foreshadowed the discovery of BLyS as the biological

metric for ‘‘space’’ in primary B cell compartments.

BLyS Receptor Expression and Physiology in

Developing and Primary B Cells

Extensive evidence links signals via BLyS receptors, par-

ticularly BR3, with the survival of TR, FO, and MZ B cells.

Indeed, BR3 and TACI are first expressed among IMM B

cells in the BM, and their expression continues to increase as

cells transit through TR stages. Within pre-immune FO and

MZ pools, BR3 and TACI reach relatively high and constant

levels [118]. MZ B cells are highly sensitive to conditions

when BLyS is limiting, likely related to the uniformly high

levels of TACI and BR3 expressed [83, 119].

B Lymphocyte Stimulator signaling through BR3 is cru-

cial for the survival of all pre-immune B cell subsets from the

TR stage onward. This was initially evidenced by the

profound mature B cell deficiency in the A/WySnJ mouse

[79–82, 120, 121], a feature that segregated as a single

autosomal trait reflecting a 400 bp insertion in the intracel-

lular tail of BR3 [83]. This and subsequent studies have led to

the notion that BLyS signaling via BR3 controls the size and

composition of pre-immune B cell pools (reviewed in [122]).

For example, either ectopic BLyS expression or exogenous

BLyS administration yields B cell hyperplasia and humoral

autoimmune manifestations [42, 118, 123]. Conversely, both

BLyS and BR3 knockout mice display primary B cell defi-

ciencies reminiscent of the A/WySnJ [82, 92].

Thus, the BLyS/BR3 axis is central to the homeostatic

control of primary B cell numbers, with current thought

favoring the notion that available BLyS levels determine

both the proportion of TR cells that survive to enter the

mature pools and the lifespan of mature B cells themselves

(see [124] for reviews). By controlling the entry rate and

lifespan of mature B cells, a set-point for steady-state

numbers is thus imposed, whereby BLyS availability con-

stitutes the ‘‘limiting trophic resource’’ for which cells in

these primary pools compete. This prompts a conceptual

model whereby TR, FO, and MZ B cells continuously

compete for BLyS consumption (binding), such that when

consumption and availability are balanced, the set-point for

steady-state numbers is achieved [122].

The ability to vary the survival of TR B cells has

obvious implications regarding negative selection, since it

implies that the thresholds for negative and positive

selection at the TR stage may vary, based on available

BLyS and the tonic BCR signaling capabilities within the

competing cohort of emerging cells. Recent studies in

several transgenic systems verify this plasticity in TR

selection stringency [125–127], showing that when BLyS

is non-limiting, self-reactive clonotypes that normally die

at the TR stage instead survive and mature. Importantly,

BLyS over expression does not rescue cells deleted at the

IMM stages, suggesting that a developmental switch

affords the ability for BR3 and BCR to cross-regulate one

another’s signaling outcomes. This may reflect the onset of

BLyS receptor expression per se, but a growing literature

suggests that differentiation-dependent changes in intra-

cellular signaling systems that afford cross-talk between

the BCR and BR3 may also play a role [128–132].

BLyS and BCR Signals Are Integrated in Primary B

Cells

The BCR and BR3 receptors utilize different downstream

mediators to generate and propagate their respective sig-

naling cascades. The BCR relies on a combination of Src

and tyrosine kinases activated upon receptor oligomeriza-

tion to initiate primary and secondary message systems.

Key among these processes is the recruitment of a primary

signalasome that leads to Ca2? sensitive responses,

recruitment of the MALT/Bcl-10/CARMA complex, and

classical NF-jB activation [133]. In contrast, BR3 signaling

relies on modulation of TRAF 3, allowing NF-jB inducing

kinase (NIK) to activate non-classical NF-jB pathway

kinases resulting in p100 degradation to p52. At the most

fundamental level, it appears that each receptor exerts dif-

ferential effects through the independent engagement of

different NF-jB systems. However, downstream integration

seems to be a likely outcome given that p100, the major

substrate for BR3 signaling, is a target of classical pathway
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[134]. Therefore, we review some of the important findings

regarding BR3-mediated NF-jB activation.

The NF-jB family of transcription factors is activated

downstream of multiple receptors expressed on or within B

cells, including the BCR, TLRs and TNF receptors [135].

Currently, two NF-jB pathways have been described: the

classical pathway and the non-classical pathway. While each

pathway differs based on surface receptors utilized and

kinetics of activation, they are similar with respect to their

general mechanism of activation, which involves the

removal of inhibitory domains that retain transcriptionally

active dimers in the cytoplasm [136]. Typically, the genes

targeted by NF-jB dimers play important roles in survival,

and include Bcl-2 family members [83, 137]. Comparing the

signaling properties of B cells from various BLyS receptor

knockout mice reveals that TACI exclusively activates the

classical pathway [138, 139]. Little debate exists regarding

the role of BR3 in non-classical NF-jB activation [140], and

striking phenotypic similarities exist between NF-jB2/p100

and BLyS/BR3 knock-out mice in regards to B cell devel-

opment [141]. Similar to what is observed in A/WySnJ or

BR3-/- mice, p100 deficient mice exhibit defects in ger-

minal center (GC) formation, as well as humoral responses to

T-independent (TI) and T-dependent (TD) antigens [142–

144]. Consistent with these findings, expression of a non-

processible form of p100 blocked B cell maturation beyond

the TR stages [145]. Together, these results suggested that a

functional BR3 receptor is critical for p100 processing and

sustained B cell survival.

TRAF3 regulates BR3-initiated non-classical NF-jB

activation. The link between TRAF3 and p100 processing

consists of several kinases activated in a linear sequence of

steps. The degradation of TRAF3 allows NIK stabilization,

IKKa phosphorylation, and removal of the inhibitory

domain on p100 by partial proteasomal degradation [146].

Conditional deletion of TRAF3 results in unrestricted p100

processing and enhancement of BLyS-mediated survival

[37, 147]. This observation has led to a model whereby

BR3 sequesters or directly causes degradation of TRAF3 to

allow NIK stabilization and non-classical pathway initia-

tion [148–150].

While NF-jB and associated downstream survival

molecules are one result of BR3 signaling, other means of

regulating cell fitness have been described for BLyS sig-

naling as well. For instance, BLyS can influence survival

through increased AKT, the mammalian target of rapa-

mycin, thus varying Pim2 levels via phosphoinositide

3-kinase phosphorylation [151]. Ultimately, activation of

this pathway leads to upregulation of the anti-apoptotic

protein Myeloid Cell Leukemia 1, as well as an increase in

overall metabolic function. BR3 signaling also alters the

intracellular localization of Protein Kinase C-d, blocking

nuclear entry and cell death [152].

Accumulating evidence suggests that cross-talk between

the downstream intracellular mediators of BCR and BLyS

signaling are likely involved, with NF-jB transcriptional

regulators playing a key role. First, the expression of a

functional BCR is not solely sufficient to allow mature B

cells to survive, as evidenced in BR3 deficient B cells.

Likewise, the expression of BR3 alone does not allow for

the survival of mature B cells in which the BCR has been

conditionally deleted [112]. Coupled with the observations

that BCR signaling activates the classical NF-jB pathway,

NF-jB/p100 transcription is a target of classical pathway

activation, and that BR3 uniquely activates p100 process-

ing, the mechanisms underlying this dual receptor

expression requirement may be resolved in the near future.

BLyS Family Actions in Antigen-Experienced B Cell

Subsets

Although less extensively studied than pre-immune sub-

sets, an increasing body of literature indicates that BLyS

receptors and cytokines also play a role in the development

and maintenance of antigen-experienced cells. Conceptu-

ally, the independence of antigen-experienced cells—in

terms of homeostatic constraints governing primary B

cells—is self-evident. First, activated B cell clones must

expand substantially upon antigen challenge to mediate an

effective humoral response—requiring freedom from the

competitive constraints active among quiescent primary

cells. In addition, both memory and plasma cells must

persist indefinitely to afford protective immunity—imply-

ing lengthier cellular lifespan than seen in pre-immune

pools. In accord with this general principle, the BLyS-BR3

axis plays a less critical role in most antigen-experienced

pools. Instead, other receptor ligand pairs from within the

BLyS family—and hence different downstream signaling

systems—dominate. Overall, this leads to a model whereby

various exogenous activation and differentiative cues,

including those delivered through BCR, TLR, or CD40

engagement, engender characteristic BLyS receptor pro-

files. Due to the different ligand preferences for each BLyS

family receptor, as well as their disparate signaling out-

comes, acquiring novel BLyS receptor profiles will specify

independent or overlapping homeostatic niches [25, 34].

Here we will first discuss the generation and characteristics

of antigen-experienced B cell pools, followed by a dis-

cussion of how these cells interact with BLyS and APRIL.

The Generation and Identity of Antigen-Experienced B

Cell Subsets

The clonal daughters of naı̈ve B cells recruited into

immune responses comprise antigen-experienced subsets.
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These are summarized in Table 3 and include the

responding B cells at various stages of activation, as well

as antibody-forming cells (AFCs) and memory cells. B cell

responses are generally categorized as either TD or TI,

depending on whether cognate T cell help is involved in

initiating the response. TD responses arise from FO B cells

and are elicited by protein antigens. Following receptor

ligation and internalization, such antigens can be processed

to short peptides that are complexed with and presented in

the context of MHC class II molecules, facilitating T cell

co-stimulation. A distinguishing feature of TD responses is

the GC reaction, in which B cells undergo class switch

recombination (CSR) and somatic hypermutation (SHM),

as well as the specificity-based selection that underlies

affinity maturation. Descendants of cells in the GC reaction

include LLPCs that home to and reside in the BM; as well

as memory B cells, whose exact homing and localization

characteristics remain less clear. In contrast, TI responses

do not involve T cell help and do not yield a GC reaction.

Accordingly, they lack affinity maturation, do not yield

long-lived plasma cells, and produce little if any humoral

memory. Two types of TI antigens exist: TI-1 antigens

induce proliferation and differentiation through the stimu-

lation of pattern recognition receptors such as TLRs;

whereas TI-2 antigens bear densely repeating epitopes, and

are thought to yield activation via exceptionally strong and

sustained BCR cross-linking. Both TI-1 and TI-2 responses

preferentially arise from MZ and B1 B cells.

Reflecting these two major modes of activation, the

participation and chronologic appearance of antigen-

experienced subsets follow two general patterns. Both TD

and TI responses yield an initial proliferative burst among

the activated primary B cell clones. These rapidly

expanding cells quickly give rise to short-lived plasma

cells (SLPCs), which generate the initial IgM antibodies

observed during early primary responses, and in some

cases modest amounts of some IgG subclasses. Following

these events, most TI responses dissipate within an

8–14 day course.

During TD responses, the early generation of SLPCs is

paralleled by the initiation of a GC reaction. Within the

GC, two populations emerge: one that is rapidly prolifer-

ating and one that is less mitotically active. These are

polarized within the GC, and correspond to the historically

named ‘‘dark zone’’ and ‘‘light zone’’, respectively. CSR

and SHM are initiated in the GC, following the upregula-

tion of enzymatic machinery associated with these

processes. In toto, these events result in the generation of B

cells that have switched heavy chain Ig isotypes, and that

have accumulated point mutations in their BCR combining

site. Those daughter clones bearing novel specificities

generated by SHM then undergo selection against either

low antigen affinity or self-reactivity, and for higher

affinity. The mechanisms underlying this selection remain

debated, as do the compartmentalization and trafficking

patterns of cells in the GC [153–155]. Regardless of exact

mechanism, cells surviving GC selection give rise to LLPC

that migrate to and reside in the BM, and to memory B

cells. While the phenotypic characteristics of these cells

remain debated, their respective roles in immunity are well

documented [156–158]. The LLPCs provide ongoing pro-

tection from reinfection through continuous high affinity

antibody secretion, and are the source of standing antibody

titers associated with protective adaptive immunity.

Memory B cells provide a long-lived population of

expanded, antigen specific cells that are quickly activated

upon subsequent antigen encounters, affording the rapid

response time associated with anamnestic responses.

BLyS Receptor Profiles Change with TI Activation

Following encounter with either TI-1 or TI-2 antigens, B

cells dramatically up-regulate TACI [89]. Moreover, TACI

expression increases the number of AFCs generated in TI-2

Table 3 Characteristics of antigen-experienced B lineage subsets

Differentiation Subset Surface phenotype BLyS

receptors

BLyS ligand

dependence

BLyS ligand activity

T-independent

responses

Early AFC/SLPC B220loCD19±sIg±icIghi BR3, TACI ? ?

T-dependent

responses

Early AFC/SLPC B220loCD19±sIg±icIghi BR3, TACI ? ?

GC B220?CD19?GL7? BR3, ? GC formation ensues but smaller and

less persistent in BLyS or BR3

deficiency
TACI

LLPC B220losIg-icIg? BCMA BLyS or APRIL Survival?

Memory B220?sIG? TACI? None? ?

IgD-

Natural antibodies Peritoneal B1a and

B1b

CD43?CD23-CD5± TACI? None described None described
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responses [159]. The role played by TACI in these rapidly

dividing but relatively short-lived cells remains puzzling,

but recent findings have suggested it is involved in con-

trolling entry and exit from cell cycle [159]. A potential

role for BLyS in cell cycle entry and success has been

posited, although the receptor involved was not clear from

these studies [160]. TACI may be directly promoting sur-

vival of short-lived AFCs, particularly when bound by

multimeric ligand arrays such as those afforded by oligo-

merized BLyS or surface bound APRIL [52]. SLPCs

generated during either TI or TD responses also express

high levels of TACI, in contrast to the phenotype of LLPCS

(see below) which instead upregulate BCMA. The differ-

ence in which receptor is upregulated in each response may

be key to the difference in lifespan.

Information is sparse regarding the signaling systems

and downstream targets of TACI in B cells activated by TI

antigens. Nonetheless, these likely involve the activation of

classical NF-jB signals; and recent findings suggest that—

in contrast to the pre-mitochondrial survival mechanisms

afforded by BR3 signals, post-mitochondrial anti-apoptoic

mechanisms, including stress response proteins such as

XIAP, may be involved. Since such mechanisms are

effective in preventing apoptosis engendered by cell cycle

checkpoint failures or unfolded protein responses, these

pro-survival mediators might be expected for B cells

undergoing extensive division and differentiation to high

levels of Ig protein production [161].

BLyS Family Signaling in the Germinal Center

Reaction

The striking parallels between GC and primary B cell

differentiation, in terms of negative and positive selection

processes based on BCR specificity, suggest mechanisti-

cally similar processes. Substantial evidence suggests that

members of the BLyS family may indeed play a role in the

establishment and proper evolution of the GC reaction, but

the members involved and mechanisms of action remain

obscure. In general, BCR engagement per se, as well as

concomitant CD40 ligation, leads to a BLyS receptor sig-

nature in which BR3 is upregulated [113]. Alternatively,

Qian et al. showed that Act 1 functions as a negative reg-

ulator of both BR3 and CD40, suggesting potential cross

talk and cross-modulation between different TNF family

receptors expressed in the GC [162]. TACI is elevated

following TD stimulation as well, although not to the

extent seen with TI antigens. Interestingly, GC B cells

retain this phenotype, suggesting that the BLyS-BR3

interactions may play a role in this aspect of TD responses.

However, early studies in the BR3 mutant A/WySnJ mouse

strain suggested GCs likely form, since TD memory could

be generated—albeit with reduced efficacy and less

extensive isotype switching [80]. In agreement with this,

more recent work from the Manser laboratory showed that

BR3 is not required for the generation of GCs [143], but

plays a role in the appropriate evolution of the overall GC

reaction. This finding was extended in studies that used

soluble BCMA-Fc to block both APRIL and BLyS,

yielding the same results [143, 163]. Thus, while not pro-

foundly affected, GCs generated in the absence of

appropriate BLyS or BR3 signaling are small, compara-

tively short-lived, and fewer in number. In addition to

possible B cell intrinsic activities for BLyS in the GC

reaction, follicular dendritic cells (FDC) networks do not

mature in GCs when BLyS and APRIL are blocked [164].

This may reflect a loss of FDC supporting signals sec-

ondary to the decreased number of B cells in the GC,

although the exact basis remains speculative.

The potential roles of BLyS family members in the

selective processes that follow SHM within GCs have not

been directly interrogated. This in part reflects the com-

plexity associated with blocking BLyS-mediated signals

necessary for primary cell survival, as any effects on GC

selection might indirectly result from a reduction in pri-

mary B cells that seed the GC. In addition, analysis of

negative and positive B cell selection in the GC requires

single cell analyses, exacerbating the difficulty of this

problem. Nonetheless, direct assessments of these possi-

bilities are likely forthcoming.

BLyS Family Activities in LLPC and Memory B Cells

The BLyS receptor expression profiles and cytokine

requirements for LLPC and memory B cells are unique.

Recent evidence supports a role for BCMA in maintaining

LLPC survival [62]. Inasmuch as this receptor binds both

BLyS and APRIL, LLPC are sensitive to simultaneous

withdrawal of both cytokines BLyS and APRIL [60]. The

ability of at least some LLPCs to use APRIL as a survival

factor is intriguing, since osteoclasts generate large

amounts of this cytokine, and might thus provide localized

high levels of APRIL in specialized BM niches. Further,

APRIL exhibits the ability to bind proteoglycans [54],

which are abundantly expressed on resident BM accessory

cells where LLPCs co-exist. The downstream effects of

BCMA signaling in LLPCs are not yet extensively char-

acterized, as these are rare populations of B cells that are

difficult to maintain in vitro. However, B cell and plasma

cell lines reveal classical NF-jB activation, the upregula-

tion of a number of proteins associated with antigen

presentation and co-stimulation, and increased IL-2 pro-

duction following BCMA ligation [139].

In contrast to LLPCs, memory B cells express elevated

levels of TACI, at least early in their generation [60].

Despite this, most evidence points to a lack of reliance on
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either BLyS or APRIL [60]. Further supporting BLyS

independence, anti-BLyS antibody failed to eliminate B

cell memory in a variety of experimental systems [165].

BLyS Family Receptors and Cytokines in Human

Health and Disease

Given the central roles of BLyS family members in pri-

mary and antigen-experienced B cell subsets, it is not

surprising that strong relationships have been revealed for a

panoply of disease states, particularly in autoimmunity and

cancer. These associations may provide clues to funda-

mental disease mechanisms, as well as potential diagnostic

and therapeutic targets. Further, as our understanding of the

BLyS family’s actions expands, novel approaches to the

manipulation of B cell immunity and tolerance may result,

particularly in vaccine development and transplantation

tolerance (Reviewed in [166]).

Elevated serum BLyS concentrations are associated with

several autoimmune syndromes, particularly Systemic

Lupus Erythematosis, Rheumatoid Arthritis, and Sjogrens

syndrome [167–170]. Whether these are causal links is yet

unclear, and their basis remains the target of intense

investigation. The rescue of potentially autoreactive B cells

during TR differentiation, a known outcome of elevated

BLyS levels, may prove an underlying mechanistic con-

nection [127].

In contrast to pathologic increases in BLyS receptor

signaling, a TACI mutation that blocks ligand binding

underlies the Ig secretion defect in patients with common

variable immune disease (CVID) [171]. Given that cells

expressing large amounts of Ig often express TACI, it is

conceivable that the CVID phenotype results from an

inability of these cells to capture BLyS or APRIL as a pro-

survival function. BLyS receptor signaling proteins such as

TRAF3 and other downstream modulators are becoming

appreciated as tumor suppressors frequently inactivated in

multiple myelomas. [172, 173].

Current therapy for lymphoma includes ablation of the B

cell compartment with a B cell targeting antibody, Rituxan

�. BLyS-targeting therapeutics may achieve similar results

alone or in combination with ablation. Further regulation of

serum BLyS may be beneficial in assuring that reconsti-

tution of the immune system following ablative therapy

occurs in a regulated manner, thus avoiding pitfalls that

might occur with excess BLyS.

Summary

The BLyS family of receptors and ligands forms a major

axis in the homeostatic control of both pre-immune and

antigen-experienced B cells. These interactions are most

extensively studied in the pre-immune B cell subsets,

where BLyS signals via the BR3 receptor modulate the

survival of TR and mature B cells. These processes involve

downstream cross talk between BR3 and the BCR, influ-

encing the selection of autoreactive specificities. An

understanding of BLyS family actions in antigen-experi-

enced subsets, including activated, memory, and plasma

cells, is only now beginning to emerge. These cells display

shifts in BLyS family receptor expression, suggesting they

display different BLyS family ligand requisites than their

pre-immune progenitors. As our understanding of these

relationships and their related intracellular signaling sys-

tems advances, novel molecular targets for manipulation of

the humoral immune system should emerge.
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